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ABSTRACT 
In viewing the stereotypes of supermodels, there are two types of stereotypes used quite often. The first is that 

supermodels are the incarnation of perfection in term of beauty. This is one stereotype that is most often considered. 

The stereotype assumes that all supermodels have that ideal look, even though each model looks different. The 

second stereotype is that all supermodels are extremely thin and have an eating disorder. This is used to explain why 

‘normal’ women are not able to achieve the ‘supermodel look or figure’ (McFerson). This study is about how plus 

size models are now making their way in the fashion industry and how the portrayal of body images by the media 

and the fashion industry is changing. (Martin). 
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 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Representation of fashion models body image in the fashion industry  

The female body image and what a person should or could look like in marketing and advertising, in 

particular, is a controversial issue. It is noticeable that the body size of women as portrayed in mass media has been 

steadily getting smaller. Marketers will often do anything that they can to sell a product and make a profit, and 

almost anything can be sold if it appeals to our sense of beauty or is considered attractive. There are certainly some 

very direct messages associated with body weight in the media; celebrities, fashion models and show hosts are often 

seen as role models, especially by teenagers. They appear to demonstrate what it is to be successful and popular. 

Their body weight, appearance, and beauty are often associated with their popularity and wealth. This is particularly 

obvious in what is referred to as thin-ideal media, a concept which has been looked at with interest by researchers in 

the field of social psychology. (Doeschka J.AnschutzaRutger, C.M.E.Engelsa, 2007) 

The term "thin-ideal media" refers to media images, shows, and films that contain very thin female leads. 

This is something that comes up a lot in fashion magazines, clothing catalogs, and pop culture television shows. 

Thin-ideal media highlights the idea that thinness is a good and desirable thing to be, even if it is to a level that is 

potentially damaging to a person‟s health. Beauty sells, and this is somewhat of a problem when the media produce 

unattainable images for women.  

Eating disorders are often, though not always and not directly, related to negative body image. While a 

negative body image may incite a woman to diet in order to lose weight it is not actually negative body image that 
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causes an eating disorder; the sufferer has to be biologically predisposed to developing one. If negative body image 

alone caused anorexia then every person on the planet would develop anorexia as I am sure we have all at some 

point felt self-conscious about the way that we look. The fact that not everyone has an eating disorder means that 

there is something more to it than body image issues alone; that something else is most probably genetic factors. 

There are many factors that may contribute to a poor female body image. We live in a culture where thinness and 

beauty are highly valued for women and wealth and success are often considered to go hand in hand with a slim 

figure. Media images of ridiculously thin women are everywhere – television shows, movies, popular magazines. 

The media often glamorizes a very thin body for women. These are also the pictures that are being shown to 

teenagers in a time of their lives that they are particularly susceptible to peer pressure and looking good (Doeschka 

J.AnschutzaRutger, C.M.E.Engelsa, 2007). 

1.2 Representation of fashion models by the media 

The usage of social media technology by luxury brands surged in 2009. Technology encourages customers 

to interact with brands. These customer interactions build the brand by increasing awareness, involvement, and 

engagement; thus, adding to brand recall and stimulating purchases. Tweets, blogs, and social networks like 

Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, and Pinterest offer fashion brands ways to connect with audiences. Though 

many fashion brands initially believed social networking would weaken the relationship with consumers, social 

media is now viewed as an opportunity to improve customer relationships and to ultimately capture a larger 

audience. For example, the timing was right for Gucci‟s multicultural social network site, “Guccieyeweb.com” for 

the launch of a new sunglasses collection targeting digital generation customers. Gucci updates its Facebook site 

several times a day and sends Twitter tweets (Ko, 2012). 

In the past two years, there is a growth in fashion apps for the iPhone, iPad, and iPod. These apps offer 

customers up-to-the-minute deals, information on the latest fashion trends, the convenience of shopping directly 

from an iPhone, iPad or iPod, and ease of social sharing. Pose, for example, is a fashion app full of blogger images 

and ideas. Users can score the latest looks from fashionistas and trendsetters as well as share favourite fashion finds 

and outfits. Even more, like Facebook, users interact with styles, and share Twitter Pose tweets. One industry which 

is considered to be perfectly suited and naturally fit for social media is Fashion. When we talk about social media for 

the fashion industry it refers to the social networking websites and other online platforms that enable the fashion 

industry to connect with their customers using the latest social networking technology. The fashion Industry is using 

social media to study trends and anticipate fashion behaviours. It is embracing social media which has enabled it to 

emerge in the forefront as a phenomenon. 

The development of social networking website such as Face book, Twitter has created a new muse among 

the Factionists. From the fashion blogs to the live streaming of catwalk shows, from the main fashion weeks to the 

social shopping we get diversity of opinions on different places through face book, twitter and other social 

networking websites. It has become a most important runway for the fashion industry. The power and influence of 
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Social Media on fashion industry is undeniable. In the twenty first Century The presence of fashion designers on the 

social networking websites are of extreme importance. The designer and brands who realize the true worth of social 

media are the ones who have massive fan following. Not only has this but now the fashion bloggers had the key role 

to play in the industry. They are considered to be thought leaders and have a voice in the industry.  

The brands are relying upon the fashion bloggers for the feedback on their products and they are serving as 

a link between target consumers and the brands. Blogs give a chance to the designer to get feedback on their 

collections. Blogging has created a new muse by providing an opportunity to the consumers to connect with the 

brands they love and adore. Initially the print media was predominating and powerful but now the power has shifted 

to the consumers and what according to them is reliable. If they think bloggers are reliable then it is also considered 

to be powerful. (Louw, 2011).The current prevailing trend is for fashion industry to embrace blogging because it is 

definitely determining, changing and revolutionizing the media industry and its operation. The fashion Industry is 

now becoming more and easily accessible to the general public all thanks to social media which has massively 

grown in the recent years. 

Several magazines are also showing support for Photoshopped images, and trust they help promote 

magazines and promote a best that girls should attempt for. For instance, the editor-in-chief of Self journal lately 

retorted a number of claims that her journal did an unethical job via shaving quite a few inches off of Kelly 

Clarkson‟s figure. “This is art, creativity, and collaboration. It‟s not, as in a news photograph, journalism. It is, 

however, meant to encourage female to prefer to be their best. That is the point,” writes Lucy Danziger, the editor-

in-chief of Self. Danziger informed her readers that she even had her very own photograph Photoshopped after she 

ran a marathon. She personally was once proud of her triumph, however apparently her hips appeared a little large 

for print on the editorial page-When I wanted to put one of them on the editor‟s letter in Self, I requested the artwork 

department to shave off a little. I am confident in my body, proud of what it can accomplish, but it simply didn‟t 

seem to be the way I wanted in each image (Rachel, 2016).   

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The print media's depiction of the ideal of feminine beauty as presented to American women was examined 

from the year 1959 to 1999. The data was collected through an analysis of cover models appearing on the top four 

most popular American fashion magazines in the United States. Young girls were interviewed and their answers 

were recorded. The results suggest that the body size of models decreased significantly during the 1980s as well as 

the 1990s. The trend of having “smaller waists” became very popular during that time and to get those perfect 

hourglass figures, women used to fit themselves in tight corsets. Also, the media started focusing more on the body 

images of the fashion models from 1960s to 1990s. The discussion also talks about how the focus on media has 

changed the perspective of American women on their eating habits, how they‟ve started consuming such less amount 

of food so that they don‟t get under the term “fat”, how it has turned in to an eating disorder and how conscious 

women have become of their figures (Mia Foley Sypeck, James J. Gray and Anthony H. Ahrens, 2004).  
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Previous experimental research signifies that the use of average-size women models in advertising prevents 

the negative effect of thin models on women's body image. For the study, women were chosen who were working in 

fashion advertising (number-75) and teachers working in secondary schools (number-75). Advertisements showing 

thin, average-size and no models recorded a good effect on their minds. Whereas  in both groups of women felt 

worse and not confident about their body image after exposure to thin/ skinny  models compared to other images.  In 

comparison, the skinny and the thin models made a huge impact on women who were interviewed while the average 

sized/ looking models didn‟t make a huge impact on them and were fine with their (fashion models in adverts) body 

types. Teachers reported t be significantly less body-focused anxiety after seeing the average-size models compared 

to no models at all, while there was no difference for women working in fashion adverts. The study suggests that 

women in professional work places with lesser focus on appearance-related ideals can experience increased body 

esteem when exposed to average-size models; meanwhile women in appearance-focused professions report no such 

relief (Helga Dittmar, Sarah Howard, 2010). 

The effects of exposure to televised thin and average size models on body dissatisfaction and food intake 

were examined. Normal weight female students (104) were exposed to a 30-min short movie clip featuring beautiful 

girls. Half of the girls viewed the movie clip in normal screen size that is (4:3) and the other half viewed the same 

movie clip in broad screen size that is (16:9), in which the body size of the actresses was slightly stretched 

breadthways. The food intakes were observed after showing them the clips. The results suggested that people 

restrained themselves to eat when the images were shown on normal screen size and felt worse about their weight 

and figure. On the other hand, when clips shown breadthways, it resulted in less body complexion and a better 

behavior towards eating because the size and the figure of the models were stretched breadthways which made the 

models look a bit healthier than the previous clips (Doeschka J.AnschutzaRutger, C.M.E.Engelsa, 2007). 

An investigation of current American society's depiction of the ideal female body was performed. Body 

measurements of Playboy (world‟s top most magazine) models were considered and Miss America contestants for 

the year 1979–1988 were taken into consideration. The study indicated that the body weight of the models were 

around 13–19% below the expected weight for average women in that specific age group. Miss America contestants 

showed a very visible decrease in expected weight between 1979 and 1988. The Comparisons were further made 

with an earlier study which had portrayed that body measurements and the sizes of both groups had decreased during 

the period 1959–1978 in the United States. These findings conclude that thinness continues from the 1950s and it is 

now sought through various ways especially dieting and exercising. Other than these two methods one of the famous 

trick for the models to lose weight was through bulimia; a condition where they eat food and then throw up after 

eating so that the food doesn‟t get settled down in their bodies. Bulimia has made a very bad space in the fashion 

industry especially for the models and is very harmful for their health (Claire V. Wiseman M.A., Ph.D. Dr. James J. 

Gray,Ph.D. James E. Mosimann ,Ph.D. Anthony H. Ahrens Ph.D, 1997). 

The purpose of the research is to study the effect of zero size body type structure on model‟s health in 

fashion industry of Pakistan. The Questionnaire consisted of 19 questions and a total number of 150 questionnaires 
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were distributed among the fashion loving girls of Karachi, Pakistan (mainly teenagers). The study concluded that 

there is a harmful effect of zero-size on the health of fashion models in Pakistan. Fashion models use variety of 

(harmful) methods to lose weight and destroy their health. They achieve the desired figure they want but they lose 

their health, become weak and start facing a lot of issues. This pressure created by society, the media- how they have 

portrayed that only thin and skinny girls can look pretty and beautiful with the zero size figures; and fashion 

designers-their required body measurements are becoming smaller by the day and models have to come up with new, 

harmful ways to maintain their figure accordingly. The youth idealize it because they think it is good for health and 

would look pretty and have also started considering how no one should be fat because it‟s not “fit” for the society 

and the media (Salman, 2014). 

 In the article, plus-size fashions models help improve women's psychological health. The researchers 

surveyed a group of 50 young women who said they wanted to be thinner, showed them a variety of images of thin, 

average and plus-size fashion models. After viewing each image, participants were asked several questions about 

their body satisfaction and how much they compared themselves to the models. When average and plus-size models 

images were shown, participants made comparatively fewer comparisons, paid more attention to the images and 

remembered a bit more about those models (Steenhart, 2017). 

Once 2017 hit, there will be a switch in the mass-market clients that would come in demanding curvy and 

racially diverse models for the brand campaigns.  He also states that -a single plus model who would normally have 

only one gig a year booked more than eight jobs within four months. The push for size has become noticeable to 

agents only this year, but it's been happening just below the surface since three years. Plus size model was very 

famously embraced by Aerie and its #AerieReal campaign, which launched in 2014 with the tagline which said- The 

girl in this photo, has not been retouched. The real you is sexy. Many top brands such as Forever21 scaled back on 

retouching the plus size models photographs; Torrid now only relies on good lighting rather than using Photoshop; 

and Target launched an unreduced swim campaign this year that celebrated stretch marks and cellulite in the bodies. 

This major shift in the fashion industry has also prompted brands to launch plus lines or cast curvy “in-between” 

women to model extended sizes, so that there is variety of body shapes and sized and not just very skinny or very fat. 

Plus size models have been spreading word for body positivity and being confident about your body in the fashion 

shows and even in the advertisements (ANDREA CHENG, Chadrian McKnight, 2017). 

The social media has been playing a major role in today‟s world. Top most brands have finally started 

paying attention to the plus size and average size women. On platforms like Instagram and Twitter, women who 

have felt ignored by mainstream fashion are finally able to have a voice. Curvy models too have started using social 

media to mark their position in the media and the fashion industry which wouldn‟t have been possible a decade ago. 

Model Iska Lawrence uses her social media handle to spread a word about body acceptance and promotes her work 

with the National Eating Disorders Association and posts a lot of sexy selfies and pictures celebrating her figure. She 

also concludes that all the women should be able to shop at the same place/store, wear the same designers and brands 

and experience fashion in the same way (Bazilian, 2016). 
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Body image was significantly more negative and the comments were more criticized after viewing thin and 

slender media images as compared to imaged viewed of average size models, plus size models, or inanimate objects. 

This effect was stronger for between-subjects designs, participants less than or up to 19 years of age, and for 

participants who are vulnerable to activation of a thinness scheme or trying to get “perfect figure”. Results support 

the socio-cultural perspective that mass media encourages a slender/skinny figure that promotes body dissatisfaction. 

The media has influenced the millennial a lot and have created some sort of pressure regarding the “idea figure”. 

Young generation tries to follow the latest trends and become a target for depression if they are not able to achieve 

the ideal figure. Their eating habits get worse and do not pay attention to their health and not appreciate how they 

actually are.  In this case, various components of media such as advertisings, magazines articles, and columns, 

socials media platforms especially Instagram have a huge role to play (Lisa M. Groesz ,Michael P. Levine ,Sarah K. 

Murnen, January 2002). 

Women appearing in classified ads of the June 2007 issue of 5 fitness or fitness magazines had been 

compared to female performing in commercials of the June 2007 difficulty of 5 beauty or fashion magazines. Female 

fashions acting in classified ads of both types of magazines have been especially young, extraordinarily thin; 

however, the photos of fashions were more likely to emphasize look over performance when they appeared in 

fashion magazines. This distinction in emphasis has implications for future research. The effects conclude that in 

each the genres of the magazines women had been shown beautiful and match only when they had been thin. 

Especially in fashion or beauty magazines the models were regarded to be ideal for the photographs were solely 

when they have been thin or had a smaller waist or have been of size two or size zero. The face or the color of the 

skin doesn‟t depend on and the sole element which matters is how thin you are. Media has been promoting these 

fashion or beauty and fitness magazines and has created a sure image type for “fit and attractive” for the other ladies 

who have been struggling to get that figure by using ravenous themselves or by exercising just to get into that ideal 

skinny perfect body. 

 Recent proposals across a number of Western countries have suggested that idealized media images in 

magazines or on social media should carry some sort of disclaimer informing readers when these images have been 

digitally enhanced (photo shopped). Unexpectedly, the trait appearance comparison decreased the effect of label on 

body dissatisfaction, such that for women high on trait appearance comparison, exposure to specific warning labels 

actually resulted in increased body dissatisfaction. In aggregate, the present results showed no benefit of warning 

labels in enhancing the known negative effect of viewing thin-ideal media images, and even suggested that one form 

of warning (specific) might be detrimental for some individuals. The study also says that women are generally more 

relaxed when they view the images on social media and magazines with a sign that they have been retouched or have 

been idealized. Mentally they feel that the pressure is lesser when they see these signs. 

Most women know that aspiring to look like a runway mannequin isn't always the most doable (or healthy) 

fitness purpose, but that would not imply seeing those models does not trade the way many ladies feel about their 

personal bodies. In fact, a lot of females feel worse about their bodies when they see media pictures. that include 
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bikini or fashion models, according to a new study Opens a New Window. from Chapman University. With so a lot 

of the media advertising thin as the "ideal" body type, it's not surprising that many females still feel unhappy with 

their own bodies. Although researchers have debated simply how a whole lot media impacts the way women feel 

about their appearances, the new study, published in the journal Body Image, showed that seeing fashion. and bikini 

models make many women feel worse about their physiques.  

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research 

3.1.1. To the study the evolution of models from the past 5 years in Lakme fashion week, wills    lifestyle                  

fashion week and Bangalore fashion week and how 

3.1.2. To study how millennial have portrayed the fashion models body figures. 

3.1.3. Effect of fashion models bodies on the minds of millennial and their behavior. 

3.1.4. To trace positive representations of women‟s body in the chosen fashion shows. 

3.2 Research objectives: 

3.2.1. To find out the impact of fashion models‟ body on the mindsets of millennial‟s 

3.2.2. To study about the positive impact of models body figure as portrayed by the media and the fashion 

industry. 

3.2.3. The evolution of fashion models in the Indian fashion industry in the past 5 years. 

3.2.4. To show how fashion models body figures have a negative impact on young women.  

3.3 Sampling 

Sampling is the process of choosing a group of people from a huge population in order to conduct an 

extensive study. The purpose of sampling is to improve the quality of the findings by ensuring that the units that are 

studied are representatives of the broader population. In this study, the focus is on the five media professionals along 

with five fashion models located in Bangalore. Questionnaires and interviews will be conducted in order to conclude 

how the media and the fashion world represent fashion models. 

3.4 Instruments for data collection 

In order to collect the data from the method of sampling, there will be interviews conducted with five media 

professionals and five models in the fashion industry. Along with that an online questionnaire method will be 

adopted, where the questions related to the study will be distributed among social media platforms like Facebook, 

Instagram and WhatsApp to the sample unit. The questions chosen will be close ended. A minimum of 50 

participants would be taken into consideration through the online questionnaire. The results achieved from the 

questionnaire will determine the research objectives for this particular study.  
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4. DATA ANALYSIS 

Chart 4.1.1 Age of respondents 

Age Frequency %age 

20-22 65 60.2 

23-25 22 20.4 

25-27 9 8.3 

27+ 12 11.1 

 

 

Fig. 4.1.1Age of respondents 

The above chart represents the age of respondents who participated in the survey to determine the study the 

representation of fashion models by fashion industry and the media. Majority 60.2% of the respondents belong to 

age group of 20-22 years from the total of 108 respondents. 20.4% of the respondents belong to the age group of 23-

25 years, 11.1% of the respondents are of the age of 27 years or more and remaining 8.3% of the respondents from 

total 108 respondents belong to age group of 25-27 years. 

Chart 4.1.2 Gender of respondents 

Gender Frequency %age 

Female 58 53.7 

Male 47 43.5 

Other 3 2.8 
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Fig. 4.1.2 Gender of respondents 

From the above chart it represents the gender of the respondents who actually participated in the survey to 

determine the study in the representation of fashion models by fashion industry and the media. There are total 108 

respondents where, 53.7% of the respondents belong to the female category, 43.5% of the respondents belong to the 

male category, and remaining 2.8% of the respondents are from other categories.  

 

Fig. 4.1.3 Frequency of Watching Fashion Shows 

From the above chart it represents how the respondents actually perceive the fashion shows, to actually 

determine the study in the representation of fashion models by fashion industry and the media. There are total 108 

respondents where, 34.3% of the respondents who watch every day the show, 28.7% of the respondents who watch 

once in a week, 18.5% respondents watch once in a year  and remaining 18.5% of the respondents watch rarely or 

rather we should say never watch the shows. 
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Fig. 4.1.4 Frequency of most heard fashion shows in India 

From the above chart it represents how often the respondents gave heard about the Fashion shows held in 

India. There are total 108 respondents where, 67.6% of the respondents who have heard about Lakme Fashion Week 

the top most,13% have heard about Amazon Fashion week, 10.2% have heard about Bangalore Fashion week 

Approx 0.9% of respondents have heard about Femina Miss India, Ftv and multiple of the shows and remaining 

6.5% of the respondents are those who haven‟t heard anything like this yet in India. 

 

 

Fig. 4.1.5 Frequency of fashion industry has changed over 5 years 

 From the above chart it represents how Fashion Industry has gradually evolved In India. There are total 

108 respondents where, 66.7% of the respondents actually agree by saying Yes Fashion Industry has indeed evolved 

drastically, 23.1% of the respondents are still in a dilemma and agree by saying it maybe, and remaining 10.2% of 

the respondents straight deny the fact. 
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Fig. 4.1.6 Frequency of media’s role in the fashion industry 

From the above chart it represents exactly the role of Media in Fashion Industry, the respondents think that, 

in all there are total 108 respondents where, 68.5% of the respondents strongly agree 13.9% of respondents deny 

with the fact and even 13.9% of respondents say may be and remaining 0.9% of the respondents are from other 

category. 

 

Fig. 4.1.7 Frequency of media creating a negative impact on fashion models body figure 

From the above chart it represents the negative impact which created in the minds of the public regarding 

the models in Fashion Industry, there are total 108 respondents where, 57.4% of the respondents strongly agree 

22.2% of respondents deny with the fact and remaining 20.4% of the respondents say May be, it creates the negative 

Impact. 
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Fig. 4.1.8 Frequency of size zero models appealing in nature 

From the above chart it represents the ratio on how the audience find appealing are models who carry their 

figure zerowhich are created in their minds of the Fashion Industry, there are total 108 respondents where, 50.9% of 

the respondents strongly agree, and remaining 49.1% of the respondents straight Deny with the fact. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.1.9 Frequency of media being biased towards skinny models 

From the above chart it represents the biasness of the audience towards perceiving the models in Fashion 

Industry, there are total 108 respondents where, 59.3% of the respondents strongly agree, 22.2% deny with fact and 

remaining 18.5% of the respondents say may be yes, the media is biased towards the models. 

 

Fig. 4.1.10 Frequency of plus size models future in India 
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From the above chart it represents the perception of audience towards the plus size models in India in 

Fashion Industry, there are total 108 respondents where, 70.4% of the respondents strongly agree, 29.6% straight 

deny with fact. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.1.11 Frequency of how fashion models have changed (in a progressive manner) 

From the above chart it represents the perception of audience towards the plus size models in India in 

Fashion Industry, there are total 108 respondents where, 72.2% of the respondents strongly agree, 27.2% straight 

deny with fact. 

 

 

Fig. 4.1.12 Frequency of people getting affected by skinny or size zero models 

From the above chart it represents the perception of audience towards the body figure of models in India in 

Fashion Industry, there are total 108 respondents where, 60.2% of the respondents strongly agree, 39.8% straight 

deny with fact. 
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Fig. 4.1.13 Frequency of transgenders walked the ramp 

From the above chart it represents the perception of audience towards the transgender walk in India in 

Fashion Industry, there are total 108 respondents where, 47.2% of the respondents strongly agree, 52.8% straight 

deny with fact. 

 

Fig. 4.1.14 Frequency of transgenders who made a positive impact 

From the above chart it represents the perception of audience towards the transgender making the positive 

impact in India in Fashion Industry, there are total 108 respondents where, 63.9% of the respondents strongly agree, 

11.1% straight deny with fact and remaining 25% of respondents say May be it can create an image or may be not 

even. 

 

Fig. 4.1.15 Frequency of people thinking fashion models pictures is demeaning 
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From the above chart it represents the perception of audience towards the editing of the 

pictures of model in India in Fashion Industry, there are total 108 respondents where, 65.7% of 

the respondents strongly agree, 34.3% straight deny with fact. 

 

Fig. 4.1.16 Frequency of disabled models walked the ramp in India 

From the above chart it represents the perception of audience towards the disabled model walking on ramp 

in India in Fashion Industry, there are total 108 respondents where, 33.3% of the respondents strongly agree, 47.2% 

straight deny with fact and remaining 19.4% of respondents say they can‟t recall with the fact. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.1.17 Frequency of disabled models to be given an equal chance to walk the ramp 

From the above chart it represents the perception of audience towards the disabled model walking on ramp 

in India in Fashion Industry are to be given a fair chance, there are total 108 respondents where, 86.1% of the 

respondents strongly agree, 13.9% straight deny with fact that they can‟t walk on the ramp as the abled does. 
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Fig. 4.1.18 Frequency of people satisfied with their bodies after seeing skinny models 

From the above chart it represents the satisfaction level of audience with their body in Fashion Industry , 

there are total 108 respondents where 64.8% of the respondents strongly agree, 35.2% straight deny with fact that 

they are not satisfied seeing their body in Fashion Industry. 

 

 

Fig. 4.1.19 Frequency of how media has affected the mindset of people on their looks 

From the above chart it represents the perception towards media affecting the mindset of audience, there are 

total 108 respondents where 70.4% of the respondents strongly agree, 12% straight deny with fact and remaining 

17.6% of respondents say may be yes it affects or may be it may not affect. 

 

Fig. 4.1.20 Frequency of rating of body figures 
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From the above chart it represents the reality how models rate their Body figure, there are total 108 

respondents where 26.9% of respondents are satisfied with their body,28.7% of respondents are not satisfied with 

their body and remaining 44.4% of respondents are in the dilemma towards the satisfaction level or not. 

 

Fig. 4.1.21 Frequency of body figure when you see size zero fashion models 

From the above chart it represents the confidence level of models with their body in Fashion Industry, there 

are total 108 respondents where 66.7% of the respondents strongly agree, 33.3% straight deny with fact that their 

confidence level is quite low for their body in Fashion Industry. 

 

 

Fig. 4.1.22 Frequency of racism in the fashion industry in India 

From the above chart it represents the ratio of racism in India in Fashion Industry , there are total 108 

respondents where 76.9% of the respondents strongly agree by saying it Yes , 23.1% straight deny with fact that 

their no Racism in India in Fashion industry done. 

4.2 DISCUSSION FOR INTERVIEW 

A code in qualitative inquiry is most often a word or short phrase that symbolically assigns a summative, 

salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a portion of language-based or visual data.The data consists 

of interview transcripts, participant observation field notes.The portion of data to be coded during First Cycle coding 

processes can range in magnitude from a single word to a full sentence to an entire page of text to a stream of 
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moving images. In Second Cycle coding processes, the portions coded can be the exact same units, longer passages 

of text, and even a reconfiguration of the codes themselves manually developed thus far.   

4.2.1 Skinny Models  

It‟s often been seen that skinny models are usually given the first preference while compared to other types 

of models, i.e. plus size models. Sometimes this perspective hampers the industry and would hinder the growth of 

the plus-size industry. In the interviews, pwoplw from the fashion industry think that models of all sizes should be 

given an equal chance to walk the ramp. The Fashion Industry should give a chance to all the models along with the 

skinny models  

4.2.2 Toned Body 

Every model who is looking at an Industry for growth should carry have a good physique along with perfect 

postures which will further help a model grow and establish herself in this industry. Most of the people think that a 

toned body is required to get into the industry but thtas not true. These days fashion industry is giving equal chances 

to all the models and is mainly looking at their personalities and their confidence.  

4.2.3 Body Shaming  

Body shaming is done by many of the models which also lead them to negativity, depression, the real cause 

of body shaming is due to excess of fat to be removed from body or obese people who wish to be a model, usually 

do this. This should be banned as many models have been diagnosed with many diseases which occur only when you 

don‟t eat properly or starve themselves. Media used to promote models having a skinny body or a flat stomach that 

led to a major change in the mindset of the people. They tried to become like models so that they get accepted by the 

society and no one raises a finger on them.  

4.2.4 Zero Figure 

To carry a zero size figure is a big task and the models who take this initiative has to create a strong impact 

on audiences and needs to embrace the Industry without fading the slim models and be appealing for the viewers. It 

is also seen that many of start starving because it will make them look slim, make them zero figure soon, but this 

reciprocates and brings many of the illness in a models life as they need to take many precautions further even in 

many other ways. 

4.2.5 Bulimia 

It is been seen that maximum of the models are facing the down syndrome factor very easily which is 

affecting their body and not letting them empower the extra energy they need, because of which the models are 

moving towards which is according to them helping them in gaining weight but which is ultimately affecting their 

body. 

 

 

4.2.6 Disabled Models 
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 Disabled models are very rarely seen in this Industry, especially in India but they are being given less 

weight age in this industry which leads to negative impact on them and lessens their confidence and even this move 

towards Depression, becomes frustrated. If disabled Models are to be brought on ramp then the industry can organize 

a charity show for them where only disabled models will walk and this will boost their motivation and let them live 

their dream of being a model. Other countries have started taking an initiative to introduce the disabled models to the 

outside world and even the brands are promoting models who have down suyndrome or have some kind of disability. 

This show the evolution of fashion industry how it keeps changing and how its getting better day by day. 

4.2.7 Biased nature 

Having a and keeping such an expectation in this industry is purely a myth, according to the study, there is 

partiality done may be because of Looks, Gender biasness, Body Figure, etc. all these are few factors which even 

builds the models confidence and even demoralizes them. 

4.2.8 Skin color 

If is this matter to be considered, the skin colour has been given a lot of significance in the industry because 

some of the designers are biased towards fair models and do  not generally prefer taking dusky or dark skin models 

for their shows. In india most of the models are dusky in colour but are beautiful because what matters is their 

personality and their confidence. Promoting dark skin models or dusky models gives out a lot of self confidence to 

the people out in the world especially the millenials who are not very confident about their skin colors.  

4.2.9 Appeal  

Appeal is another factor to be taken into consideration where what kind of attire a model is wearing plays a 

very important role, as transformation of women clothing impacts on the minds of Indian Culture and brings 

positivity in them. Regressive promotion is done to make clothes familiar in the Industry and to them.  It is seen that 

Indian Culture remains same for years and there is no problem but people demands changes in western culture and 

their dresses as early as possible.It is not mandatory at all to have good face or a pretty face to enter into fashion 

Industry, here you all need is the way a model carries herself and the physique along with some fashion sense in 

herself. It is seen that after having make-up even an ugly face can be made pretty. 

4.2.10 Media 

Media is the strongest communication. This is a pros as well as cons for the industry, as media brings the 

best in a model and even the worst portrays in front of the world, it is totally up to the model in which way she takes 

the Media and uses it. To increase their sales or their market value Media promotes both the skinny as well as plus 

size models. Social Media plays the major role in this Industry, where Instagram posts their pictures and makes them 

popular and even does the regressive promotion as this is their basic motto bringing the model into lime-light. It is 

even seen that many of the models Photoshop their pictures just to look pretty and beautiful but ethically this is 

wrong and not be considered, as it is been noticed many of the models when brings their portfolio there are strong 

chances many photos of being photo shopped or edited. It should be cross- checked. 
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4.2.11 Preference Level  

Usually it is seen that the strata here in Fashion Industry is not more neither the less, it is up to the and even 

depend on the scope of the model to perform, and then be a talk of the town. Earlier people who used to be skinny or 

having a size zero figure or who are fair only used to get into the fashion industry. Till today there are many 

designers who choose skinny models for thir shows as they think it looks appealing. But now that the fashion 

industry is evolving equal chances are given out to all the models, regardless of their size, height and their skin 

colors. 

4.2.12 Society 

The society accepts only a few people and when it comes to models, the society used to accept models that 

used to be skinny, fair and who used to look pretty. for most of the models getting accepted by the society is their 

main aim and tend to change themselves because of the society. They adapt many measures so that they can look 

appealing or stand out of the crowd  just for the acceptance of the society.  

4.2.13 Role model  

Models have become role models for many of the people who follow the fashion industry or have interest in 

the fashion industry. Millenials, especially, these days look upto models, how they dress, how they walk; for them 

everything matters and adapt those changes. Plus size models are also becoming role models for many of them as 

they tell that having a size zero figure is not a very important aspect to get into the fashion industry, what matters is 

how you carry yourself in front of people, how good your personality is, how confident you are and the most 

importantly how one should accept their body as it is.  

4.2.14 Positivity 

There should be positivity in every model which can bring only success with loads of happiness in their life 

and try to remove the negativity, ego, biasness, jealousy from within then only they can sustain for long in this 

industry. As the fashion industry has evolved, the plus size models have brought a lot of positivity in the midsets of 

millenials and the women. They feel better about themselves when they see plus size models and comparatively feel 

better about their body figures.  

4.2.15 Evolution  

The world is changing at a very fast pace, and so is the fashion industry. The fashion industry has changed 

over the years and has also created various opportunities for the fashion models. Before only a few models could 

make it big in the industry and only if they were skinny or size zero. But now things have changed and plus sized 

models are coming into the picture along with them; disabled models and transgenders‟ have also made their space 

in the industry.  
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4.2.16 Embracing 

 A bright future is totally in the hands of the model by giving their best in every step she puts, may be figure, 

diet, work out, appeal, relations with media etc. all depends on how models brings their life in front of the public and 

make it look original and not be affected by it. 

4.2.17 Social Media 

 In a world of Instagram influencers and social media marketing, there appears to be a trend emerging in the 

fashion world far beyond what purse or shoes your favorite Instagrammer is flaunting; instead, appealing to a topic 

of more depth. Bloggers and models wearing a „plus‟ size have created a space for women to identify with, support 

and raise their voices demanding more from the fashion industry, on the increasing popularity of social media and 

the space it created to progress plus sizes in the fashion industry. Social media has helped a lot in empowering 

women who were not able to voice out their opinions to the outside world but at the same time has created a bad 

impact on the millennials mindset as to how to look and have started themselves to super models. 

Embracing a bright future is totally in the hands of the model by giving their best in every step she puts, may be 

figure, diet, work out, appeal, relations with media etc. all depends on how models brings their life in front of the 

public and make it look original and not be affected by it.To sum up, every model has to hide her REAL life and 

showcase her REEL life, then only she can sustain in this industry for long and be the BEST.                                                               

 5. CONCLUSION 

 „A picture is worth thousand words‟- this is especially true in the fashion industry where impressions are 

everything. Making pictures say what you want them to say has now become possible through digital exertion. Photo 

manipulation is heavily used in the fashion industry where the final images simply have to look good and convey the 

right message. The demands on the models and the photographers are high and digital exertion comes in as a handy 

tool to ensure that these demands are met. Improving the picture through retouching, editing, masking etc. becomes 

easy with the latest and highly sophisticated photo manipulation tools available in the market. The range of options 

and flexibility provided by these image manipulating tools has improved over time. But sometime, this proves to be 

demeaning when models use this technology in changing the body shape, skin colour, etc. 

Over the past few months, fashion brands Prada, Gucci, and Katy Perry Collections have released products 

that clearly evoke blackface, from sweaters to keychains. All of the companies received heavy backlash, to which 

they responded by pulling the products from shelves and issuing apologies. The major issue behind this is racism. It 

is found during the research that such racism prevails in Indian Fashion Industry also. Skin color has been given lot 

of importance in fashion industry, as color of models brings a huge impact on the way they portray themselves to the 

world and this also enlarges their scope in the industry. To carry a zero figure is also a big task and the models who 

take this initiative has to create a strong impact on audiences and needs to embrace the Industry without fading the 

slim models and be appealing for the viewers. It is also seen that many of start starving because it will make them 

look slim, make them zero figure soon, but this reciprocates and brings many of the illness in a models life as they 

need to take many precautions further even in many other ways. It is not mandatory at all to have good face or a 
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pretty face to enter into fashion Industry, here you all need is the way a model carries herself and the physique along 

with some fashion sense in herself. It is seen that after having make-up even an ugly face can be made pretty. 

Overall, it is concluded that, fashion industry is growing very fast and in that process it is accepting many changes 

like involvement of plus size models, transgender models and disabled models, but the role of media is ultimately 

important in promoting the industry is very important.  
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